A central issue of yes/no question answering is usage of knowledge source given a question. While yes/no question answering has been studied for a long time, legal yes/no question answering largely differs from other domains. The most distinguishing characteristic is that legal issues require precise linguistic analysis such as predicates, case-roles, conditions, etc. We have developed a yes/no question answer-ing system for answering questions in a legal domain. Our system uses linguistic analysis, in order to find correspondences of predicates and arguments given problem sentences and knowledge source sentences. We applied our system to the COLIEE (Competition on Legal Information Extraction/Entailment) 2017 task. Our team shared the second place in this COLIEE 2017 Phase Two task, which asks to answer yes or no given a problem sentence. This result shows that precise linguistic anal-yses are effective even without the big data approach with machine learning, rather better in its analyzable design for future improvements.
Introduction
Automatic question answering is attracting more interests recently. Due to the increasing expectation to the Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies, people tend to regard question answering systems as a brand new technology emerged today. However, most successful systems employ rather traditional techniques of question answering which have decades of history (Lin & Pantel, 2001 ) (Ravichandran & Hovy, 2002) (Yu & Hatzivassiloglou, 2003) (Pinto et al., 2003) (Cui et al., 2005) (Xue et al., 2008) (Bian et al., 2008) , including series of shared tasks such as TREC (Voorhees & Harman, 2005) , NTCIR (Kando et al., 1999) and CLEF (Braschler, 2001 ). This paper describes our challenge to the COLIEE 2017 legal bar exam, which asks participants to answer true or not based on the Civil Law Articles, given text drawn from the Japanese legal bar exam.
A variety of algorithms and systems has been proposed for question answering. Typically, these question answering systems used big data for answering questions (Kwok et al., 2001 ) (Etzioni et al., 2004 ) (Jeon et al., 2005) (Kanayama et al., 2012) . For example, Dumais et al. (Dumais et al., 2002) focused on the redundancy available in large corpora as an important resource. They used this redundancy to simplify their algorithm and to support answer mining from returned snippets. Their system performed quite well given the simplicity of the techniques being utilized.
The now widely known IBM Watson system (D. Ferrucci, 2012) would be considered as a typical example of such a question answering system of the big data approach. The IBM Watson system won in the Jeoperdy! Quiz TV program competing with human quiz winners. The core Watson system employed a couple of open source libraries, including the traditionally well-designed DeepQA system (Ferrucci, 2011) as its skeleton of question answering processing. Because their target domain, the Jeoperdy! Quiz, could ask broad range of questions, they collected a huge amount of knowledge sources from the Internet, etc., extracting relevant knowledge by combining a couple of different natural language processing (NLP) techniques.
Answering university examinations is another example. The Todai Robot project (Arai, 2015) is a challenge to solve Japanese university examinations, focusing towards attaining a high score in the National Center Test for University Admissions, and passing the entrance exam of the University of Tokyo (Todai). Although the Todai Robot project tries to achieve higher scores, their aim is rather to reveal the current performance and limitation of the existing AI technologies, using the examinations as its benchmark, similar to the COLIEE's legal bar exam task. In contrast to the COLIEE task, the challenge of Todai Robot project includes variety of subjects including Mathematics, English, Japanese, Physics, History, etc. all written in Japanese language. While solving any problem of these subjects could be considered as question answering, some problems require special technologies. For example, Mathematics and Physics require to process formula; Japanese requires to infer emotions of story characters. Solving the History subjects might be considered as rather an extension of the existing question answering issues. The Todai Robot project achieved better scores than the average of the real human applicants in their Mock Exam challenges.
Recognition of textual entailments (RTE or RITE) is another related issue. RTE has been intensively studied for recent days, including shared tasks such as RTE tasks of PASCAL (Dagan et al., 2006) (Giampiccolo et al., 2007) , SemEval-2012 Cross-lingual Textual Entailment (CLTE) (Negri et al., 2012) , NTCIR RITE tasks (Shima et al., 2011) (Watanabe et al., 2013) (Matsuyoshi et al., 2014) , etc. In the third PASCAL RTE-3 task, contradiction relations are included in addition to entailment relations (Giampiccolo et al., 2007) . In the RTE-6 task, given a corpus and a set of candidate sentences retrieved by a search engine from that corpus, systems are required to identify all the sentences from among the candidate sentences that entail a given hypothesis. NTCIR-9 RITE, NTCIR-10 RITE2, and NTCIR-11 RITEVal Exam Search tasks (Matsuyoshi et al., 2014) required participants to find an evidence in source documents and to answer a given proposition by yes or no. Research of RTE normally tries to employ logical processing. t2: 留置権者が留置物の占有を継続している間であっても，その被担保債権に ついての消滅時効は進行する。 Even while the holder of a right to retention continues the possession of the retained property, extinctive prescription runs for its secured claim. Fig. 1 . An example of COLIEE legal bar problem which asks to answer t1 entails t2 or not. The correct answer is "yes" in this example. t1 is not given for the Phase Three before COLIEE 2016 and Phase Two in COLIEE 2017.
As described above, question answering techniques could include logic, reasoning, syntactic and semantic analysis. Many previous related works tried to employ such deeper analyses. However, required techniques more or less differ depending on a target domain.
Another issue is whether the knowledge source needs to be "big data" or not. Regarding the COLIEE's legal problems, required knowledge source can be limited. In this paper, we suggest to use small data in a precise way, rather than to use enormous amount of data as knowledge source. Due to this small data issue, supervised machine learning methods would suffer from insufficient training data. In addition, there are no "similar" problems exist for most of the legal bar exam problems. Therefore, a solver needs to "comprehend" the contents of the knowledge sources. Moreover, it is difficult to analyze why the approaches using machine learning answer so, due to their black box architecture. Rule-based methods would make analyses less difficult, and are especially effective in a limited domain like legal documents.
Based on these thoughts, we built our yes/no question answering system. We aim to create an analyzable and human language processing bases system. We implemented a prototype of this system for the previous COLIEE 2016 task (Taniguchi & Kano, 2016) . Although we shared the best score in Phase Two (Kim et al., 2016 ) (yes/no question answering given an evidence sentence), our system lacked precise analyses which human would do.
Our system does not employ any machine learning as its core. The main method of our system is clause-based analysis where predicates, case-roles, conditions, and negations are considered. We prepared a precise match, a loose match and a rough match. We layered these match modules in order to cover insufficiency of the current natural language technology/databases. We focused on Phase Two, yes/no answering question task of COLIEE 2017. Our system achieved score of the second best team in Phase Two.
We describe related works including datasets of NTCIR RITE challenge, and datasets of previous and this COLIEE tasks in Section 2. These datasets use the same format. Section 3 describes our design of the yes/no question answering system. Section 4 shows our experimental results for this COLIEE 2017 task. We discuss our achievements and limitations in Section 5, mentioning possible future works. We conclude our paper in Section 6.
Related Works 2.1 Exam Search Subtask in NTCIR RITEVal
While there were a couple of subtasks in the NTCIR RITE series, we describe the exam search subtask of NTCIR-11 RITEVal because the COLIEE dataset adopted the same format as the RITEVal dataset. RITEVal is an evaluation-based workshop held in 2013, aiming to recognize entailment, paraphrase, and contradiction between sentences, which is a common problem shared widely among researchers of NLP and information access (Dagan et al., 2005) (Giampiccolo et al., 2007) .
The entrance exam subtask attempts to emulate human's process of answering entrance exam questions. A system solves multiple-choice questions of real university entrance exams by referring to textual knowledge such as Wikipedia and textbooks. The Entrance Exam subtask provides two types of evaluation challenges. In this paper, we treat the RITE-2 Search Style evaluation, whose explanation is given below. This style of subtask was called FV (Fact Validation) subtask in the RITEVal task. We refer to this RITE-2 Entrance Exam Search Style (ExamSearch) subtask simply as RITEVal in this paper. We only regard Japanese version of the subtask, while there were English and Chinese subtasks.
RITEVal's dataset was developed from the past Japanese National Center Test questions for University Admissions (Center Test). The Center Test asks students multiple-choice style questions.
The RITEVal dataset consists of three types of questions, "select the correct choice" type, "select the wrong choice" type, and "combination" type.
In the RITEVal task, the original multiple-choices were not given as a whole, but given one by one. In "select the correct choice" type questions, given a choice, RITEVal participant systems are asked to return a confidence value for that choice. Evaluation is performed by comparing confidence values for each original multiple-choices, regarding the largest value as the participant system's answer (smallest in case of "select wrong choice" type questions). In the "combination" type questions, the system is required to label Y or N for each choice and evaluated by a combination of these Y/N w.r.t the original multiple-choice question. In this paper, we focus on the "select correct/wrong choice" type questions.
JURISIN COLIEE datasets
The COLIEE (Competition on Legal Information Extraction and Entailment) shared task series were held in association with the JURISIN (Juris-informatics) workshops. The first one was the COLIEE 2014 shared task, and the second one was the COLIEE 2015 shared task (Kim et al., 2015) . The previous one was the COLIEE 2016 shared task (Kim et al., 2016) . This paper mainly describes our participation to the latest COLIEE 2017 shared task.
The COLIEE shared task consists of three phases until COLIEE 2016. Phase One of this legal question answering task involves reading a legal bar exam question, and extracting a subset of Japanese Civil Code Articles.
Phase Two of the legal question answering task involves the identification of an entailment relationship. Given a question (t2) and a relevant article (t1), a participant's system has to determine if the relevant articles entail the question or not by answering yes or no.
Phase Three is combination of Phase One and Phase Two. Phase Three requires both of the legal information retrieval system and textual entailment system. Given a set of legal yes/no questions, a participant's system will retrieve relevant Civil Law articles. Then answer yes/no entailment relationship between input yes/no question and the retrieved articles.
The corpus of legal questions is drawn from Japanese Legal Bar exams, and the relevant Japanese Civil Law articles were also provided.
While there was an English translation version of the dataset provided, we only used the original Japanese version. In COLIEE 2017, the original Phase Two was omitted and the original Phase Three is called Phase Two. We use the COLIEE 2017 numbering in this paper. Fig. 1 is an example of the COLIEE dataset but can also be regarded as an example set of choices in the RITEVal dataset. This example shows the original Phase Two. Therefore, t1, an Civil Law article to be compared, is given. This t1 is not given in the original Phase Three and COLIEE 2017 Phase Two.
System Design and Method
We prepared three modules where each module individually outputs Yes/No. Our final output integrates outputs of these modules. We describe details of each module and their integration in this section.
Common Design Concept
We defined our own clause unit ("節") in order to recognize condition clauses and main clauses precisely, which are included in a single sentence. After recognizing conditional clauses and main clauses in a sentence, we compare corresponding clauses between a given question and civil law articles.
A clause should include a predicate as a core element of that clause. We apply a dependency parser that makes chunks ("文節") of a couple of morphemes. Starting form a chunk that includes a predicate, we aggregate neighboring chunks when a neighboring chunk does not include any predicate.
A predicate is not always suitable to be a core predicate of a clause. For example, holding in "condition holding a court" could be regarded as a predicate. However, this is not suitable as a core predicate in a clause because we wish to compare larger predicate-argument structures rather than such a noun phrase. Fig.2 illustrates our common design described above. There are sometimes an implicit predicate which appear as a noun. We convert such an implicit predicate into a normal verb predicate. Fig.3 illustrates this conversion.
Another issue comparing predicates is that there are often ineffective predicates appear in legal documents. In the example of Fig. 4 , "… shall assume a duty to …" is such an ineffective expression. We ignore such an expression, and take inner predicate for comparisons.
We define two types of special clauses: proposition clauses and condition clauses. We regard a clause as a condition clause when that clause includes specific patterns e.g. "when …", "in case of …", etc. In addition, we used a force condition clause option when deciding clause border. If this option is on, a chunk including the specific condition pattern or a previous chunk including a predicate will be forced to be a center of a clause.
Precise Match
In our precise match module, we extract civil law articles which proposition clauses match with a given problem's proposition clauses. For each predicate, we find a subject and an object by their case markers. We perform exact matches for predicate itself, its subject and its object. When we could not find any subject nor any object, we skip that sentence. Predicates are compared in their base forms.
When the proposition clauses match in these criteria, we compare condition clauses if any exists. We use the same method for matching condition clauses, i.e. a pair of predicates, subjects and objects.
Finally, we determine a yes/no output for each problem; we output yes if everything matched, else output no. When there is any negation either in problem clause or in article clause, we reverse the yes/no output.
Loose Match
Loose match is a looser version of the precise match. When comparing proposition clauses and condition clauses, we output yes if either subjects or objects are match in addition to matching predicates. 
Rough Match
Rough match is the loosest match in our modules. We only compare predicates of proposition clauses.
Module Integration
The precise match is the ideal method for us because the precise match tries to imitate human language processing to some extent. However, performance of current natural language processing tools and related databases are not enough to cover required document texts sufficiently, e.g. text structure, hierarchy of lexicon, etc. For this reason, we implemented the three matches as individual modules above, from strict to loose. When a stricter module cannot cover a given specific text, a looser module could augment the stricter module.
We prepared two ways for this integration. In our first way, filtered integration, we try applying the precise match module first. When the precise match module cannot be applied, we apply the loose match module. If the loose match module cannot be applied as well, we try applying the rough match module.
In our second way, SVM integration, we used SVM (Support Vector Machine) to integrate the modules. Each module outputs a confidence value based on their match result. We trained SVM using these confidence values as training features. We dare designed to loosely integrate our modules rather than to put low level features directly, because we aim to construct an analyzable and human process based system. COLIEE 2017 provided a problem set of six years (504 problems) for training, one year for the formal run testing. In the SVM integration, we determined parameters of SVM by cross-fold validations of the given training data. Table 1 As far as we observe in this result, the force condition clause option was not effective, showing several points decrease. The SVM integration was effective, showing 5-8 points increase.
Experiment and Result

Discussion and Future Work
As the number of formal run submissions are limited, we need analysis on training data as follows. The precise match module could be applied to around 30% of the problems, while the loose match module could be applied to around 50% of the problems. These observations are just same as we assumed beforehand. We suffer from many missing elements when perform-ing linguistic analyses.
For example, there are many omissions e.g. subjects or objects, especially in case of Japanese expressions. Predicate-argument structures are sometimes implicit and difficult to extract.
Semantic hierarchy of predicates is another important issue unresolved. We need to regard different expressions as same meaning from the yes/no answering point of view. However, it depends on broad context whether a different expressions could be regarded as same mean-ing or not.
We observed in the training data that the confidence values contributed to the evaluation scores. More fine-tuned confidence values might increase the scores. However, humans can normally decide their answers in deterministic ways for such legal domain problems. As we suggested in our system design, current NLP technology performance and database coverage are still far insufficient for a system to work like humans. Although this is true, our result is competitive with other teams who used machine learning as their cores. More precise approach would be meaningful as an extension of our system. We need to grasp distribution of the problems in order to interpret the results objectively. We observed several points of fluctuations of evaluation scores between years of problems. Very roughly speaking, the COLIEE dataset includes two types of problems: very easy and very difficult.
The very easy problems have almost same text strings in the Civil Law articles. Such a problem can be solved by superficial word-level methods. For example, we found 6 very easy problems in 77 problems (H24 dataset) by our manual verification. Because 6/77 equals 7.8 points and the random baseline is around 50 points, it would be easily available to achieve around 60 points by any relevant method using string/word based features.
The very difficult problems are really hard to solve, they may include logic, abstraction, complex syntactic structure, etc. We do not believe that any current system could handle such issues in sufficient performance. Rather it might have captured tendency of problem writers. Our aim was to solve problems in the middle of very difficult and very easy ones. While this aim was achieved to some extent, there are still many important issues remaining unresolved. We would need structured lexical database with the semantic hierarchy, at least for this legal domain.
Because our system is designed in an analyzable way, further analyses are available to find what sort of methods/features were effective. Such a deeper and detailed analyses are required future work.
Conclusion
We proposed an analyzable and human language process based legal yes/no question answering system. Our team was second best (0.6538) in the COLIEE 2017 yes/no question task (Phase 2). We aimed to solve problems of middle level difficulty by linguistic analyses. This aim was achieved to some extent, while leaving several important issues, such as lexical semantic ontology, unresolved for future work.
